THE ROPE-WALK
two or three patriarchs are nearly always to be seen browsing
on top of the sentinel sand-bags at each front door, holding
Parliament, or gossiping about Tips and Hermione sedately walking
out together;  while youthful stripling cats run up and down the
tall fire-ladder permanently slanted against one or other of the
sun-lit walls, its shadow sketching a more unsubstantial decoration
to puzzle the cats.   Alvar is not mine;   his dwelling is a little
further down towards the Mansion at the Piccadilly end;   he
.is a handsome friendly fellow, and, as I said before, he likes
having his stomach tickled.    How curiously by such tricks of
intimate association can a name become unhitched from its original
ownership;  and how swifdy for us in Albany has Alvar Liddefl
become the Cat with a man named after him; so that when people
remark:   "He was our best Commentator" (and rejoice at his
recent return to the mike, as though he were a film star of olden
days; which strangely proves you need not be seen to be popular)
we involuntarily see a black three-cornered face with whiskers and
pointed ears and yellow eyes, broadcasting with steady resolution;
not despondent that France fall or the Low Countries, nor unpro-
fessionally elated that the Russians have driven the Germans out
of Stalingrad, nor surprised that an American army had landed in
North Africa and written to the Bey of Tunis this very morning
("here's hoping it suits your Beyship") asking permission for the
Allies to go through.
"Maketh kittens, maketh baby"— But the sight of our own
Tips side by side with Hermione, a freak tortoiseshell from
next door, brought a sadder thought into my appreciation of
Stephen Benet's springtime mood. Those two cats so suitably
paired, Tips a flame of marmalade and off-white—far-off white,
since we introduced him to London basements—his long tail
waving, his short legs arrogant, his eyes onyx black and beautiful,
the handsomer of the couple (as the male should be, but Hermione's
looks were quaint and provocative), one's automatic reaction was
Victorian, sentimentally blessing the little ones to come; already
visualizing a Winterhalter family group painted in terms of cat—
until one remembered that that would never be, and that it was
no use murmuring that die couple were made for each other or
any such gentle platitude . ..
For Tips and Hermione are neutered cats and have only their
own small lives and none to hand on. Our fault, the fault of cities
and civilization, and I suppose nobody much to blame, for how

